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the molecular specificity of NK cells, including studies of 
their receptors and receptor signaling. Other reviews dis-
cussed NK cell interactions with other immune cells and 
their responses to infections. In Part 2 (this issue), we 
publish reviews related to the life span of NK cells, as well 
as their development, differentiation and senescence. 
Furthermore, a series of reviews on NK cell interactions 
with tumor cells, as well as reviews describing new
insights into hematopoietic stem cell transplantation 
(HSCT) where NK cells may contribute to human tumor 
eradication, are published. Finally, articles that cover the 
role of NK cells in organ transplant rejection and inflam-
matory disease settings are included.

  In the first review, Sitnicka  [11]  nicely presents the 
progress made thus far in the dissection of the develop-
mental stages of mouse NK cells, from HSC in bone mar-
row to lineage-committed NK cells. Linked to this topic, 
Gayoso et al.  [12]  discuss how aging in humans affects 
NK cells. They interestingly describe altered proportions 
of NK cell subsets in elderly people and discuss how these 
alterations may explain the functional changes of NK 
cells associated with aging  [12] . As outlined above, one of 
the best-described functions of NK cells is the ability to 
kill virus-infected and transformed cells. Hence, evolu-
tionary pressures on viruses over million of years as well 
as on tumor cells in the local host-tumor ‘microenviron-
ment’ have led to mechanisms promoting escape from 
NK cells. In this context, Groth et al.  [13]  nicely review 
such immune escape mechanisms serving to overcome 
NK cell tumor and viral immunosurveillance. In the next 

 As we described in an editorial in the last issue of the 
 Journal of Innate Immunity  (Vol. 3, No. 3, 2011), a number 
of groups in the beginning of the 1970s observed unex-
pected spontaneous cytotoxic activities among lympho-
cytes. This ‘annoying’ background phenomenon led to 
the identification of a new subpopulation of lymphocytes 
 [1, 2]  named ‘natural killer’ or briefly ‘NK’ cells by 
Kiessling et al.  [2] . While initially engaging only a small 
community of scientist, the first insights into the molec-
ular specificity of NK cells  [3–5] , insights into their role 
in controlling virus and intracellular bacteria infections 
as well as certain tumors and insights into their ability to 
regulate other immune cells  [6]  have put NK cells in the 
front seat of modern immunology. New functions of the 
cells are now rapidly being described (e.g. their possible 
role in controlling T-cell and macrophage homeostasis  [7]  
and the possibilities of using them in therapeutic settings 
of human cancer  [8] ). As stated, the recent identification 
of adaptive immune cell features of NK cells is a ‘hot top-
ic’ at the moment in the NK cell community  [9] . Clearly, 
the study of NK cells now engages a large community of 
scientists working in diverse areas of NK cell research in 
experimental model systems as well as in humans  [10] .

  In this issue of the  Journal of Innate Immunity , as well 
as in the last issue of the   journal, a series of updated re-
view articles on NK cells are published. They summarize 
some of the most recent activities within this growing 
field of research. Several leading scientists have made 
seminal contributions to these two issues. In Part 1 (Vol. 
3, No. 3, 2011), we published a series of reviews related to 
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review, the molecular details underlying NK cell activa-
tion during tumor progression, the influence of the tu-
mor microenvironment on NK cells and the mechanisms 
that interfere with their effector function in cancer pa-
tients are reviewed by Stojanovic and Cerwenka [14]. 
They summarize our current knowledge of NK cells in 
solid tumors and discuss the design of NK cell-based 
therapies. One type of tumor that over the years has at-
tracted significant interest with respect to NK cells is 
melanoma. Morgado et al.  [15]  provide a review on the 
recent advances in the study of melanoma cell suscepti-
bility to NK cell-mediated lysis and describe how multi-
ple receptor-ligand interactions participate in melanoma 
cell recognition and elimination. Still on the subject of 
NK cells and tumors, Placke et al.  [16]  discuss how plate-
lets affect NK-tumor cell interactions. As stated by the 
authors, while NK cell interactions with other cells such 
as dendritic cells or monocytes/macrophages are well 
characterized, the knowledge regarding their crosstalk 
with platelets is much more limited. Placke et al.  [16]  pro-
vide a rationale for such studies and review the available 
data regarding tumor-platelet-NK cell interactions, with 
a particular emphasis on metastatic tumor spread. One 
of the therapeutic areas where NK cells have been impli-
cated is HSCT. In this context, Nguyen et al.  [17]  provide 

an excellent review on the role of NK cells in HSCT. As 
Nguyen et al. argue, NK cells may play a crucial role in 
achieving successful transplantation in settings of HSCT. 
In contrast to T cells, NK cells recover quickly after HSCT 
and may mediate strong graft-versus-leukemia effects 
without inducing graft-versus-host disease. This is a key 
issue discussed is settings of HSCT and includes issues 
related to the identification of optimal HSC donors  [17] . 
Finally, two reviews are included on the topics of NK cells 
in solid organ transplantation and NK cells in human 
psoriasis. Villard  [18]  reviews the role of NK cells in the 
context of rejection of solid organ and tissue transplants. 
Clearly, this is an area of research where more knowledge 
is needed. Tobin et al.  [19]  set out to discuss psoriasis, one 
of the most common immune-mediated disorders. In 
this disease, NK cells as well as other cells, such as NKT 
cells, have been said to have unique roles; current knowl-
edge on this topic is discussed.

  Clearly, as depicted in the represented series of re-
views, research on NK cells is rapidly expanding. As we 
mentioned in the last issue of the  Journal of Innate Im-
munity,  it is our hope that the interested reader will be-
come updated with regard to some of the very many in-
teresting topics of research that the NK cell field has to 
offer. Once more, enjoy! 
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